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Abstract:  

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning which itself is a branch of Artificial               

Intelligence. The use of deep learning to solve domain specific problems is on the rise.               

Deep learning has been successfully used to assist sales prediction in retail, disease             

detection in medicine, road infrastructure monitoring by checking cracks on the road,            

accidents prone zones, detect anomalous activities in the realm of cyber security etc. At              

present, user and machine generated data is available abundantly and the challenges for             

enterprises is to infer new information from the available data to increase profit for the               

enterprise, produce a reliable system and increase customer satisfaction. Deep learning has            

been successfully used in classification of data with high precision. However, there are             

bottlenecks when it comes to anomalies in data because building models to detect             

anomalies is more difficult than classification problems. This thesis aims to study image             

anomalies detection and their applications department store using design science research           

methods. This thesis presents a basic prototype application to demonstrate anomalies in            

product areas in department stores.  
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Glossary 

AE AutoEncoder 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

API Application Programming Interface  

BP Backward Propagation 

CNN Convolutional Neural Network 

DL Deep Learning 

GAN Generative Adversarial Network 

KDE Kernel Density Estimation 

ML Machine Learning 

MSE Mean Square Error 

NLP Natural Language Processing 

RNN Recurrent Neural Network 

UML Unsupervised Machine Learning 
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1 Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications have surged in the past decade due to abundance of              

data and increased computing power. Current rise in the applications of AI in education,              

medicine discovery, fighting cybercrime, warfare, product, and service enrichment etc. has           

helped to bring awareness on the capabilities of AI. AI is not a new field, first work on AI                   

was done by Alan Turing in 1950 in his famous paper on Computing Machinery and               

Intelligence. The key question was “Can machine think?”, to which Alan purposed that             

the right question to ask would be Can machine play an imitation game? (Turing 1950).               

Thus, he devised now famous Turing Test which performs test on a machine based on its                

ability to think like a human being. Similarly, knowledge-based system emerged in the             

early 90s and there was an increased amount of investment in the field of AI. The interest                 

in the field soon vanished due to lack of concrete applications and funding for new               

researches. Francois Chollet, author of Keras (open-source library that provides a Python            

interface for artificial neural networks), calls this first winter in AI. It is often portrayed in                

the news and magazine that AI will solve all our future problems with the promise of                

intelligent agents that are capable of writing computer programs and having emotions like             

human beings. However current research has shown that we are far from such futuristic              

claims(Chollet 2018). 

Advancement in deep learning has been mostly in the field of pattern recognition and              

classification. However, if we go back in history there were certain milestone that have              

been important to this field; a major milestone was when Deep Blue by IBM, a chess                

playing computer, won against world chess champion on May 11, 1997 after a six-game              

match. Fast forward in 2011, IBM Watson won game called Jeopardy! which required             

complex reasoning capabilities and understanding natural language. The difference         

between Deep Blue and Watson is that IBM Watson had Natural Language Processing             

(NLP) capabilities and was able to reason. (IBM100 - Deep Blue 2020). Similarly,             

AlphaZero program by DeepMind (Google’s research laboratory) can play chess, shogi           

and go by going through training process and learning. The self-play ability of AlphaZero              

allows it to master complex games like go (Wiggers 2018). Despite using brute force              
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approach in Deep Blue, it was able to give hope for future where machine would be able to                  

think and reason and pave path for future research. The result are systems like IBM               

Watson and AlphaZero. 

Current practitioner of AI refrain from calling Deep Blue an AI because of current              

advancement in machine learning and deep learning which focuses on generic solution            

instead of hard coded algorithm that can perform predefined task such as playing chess              

using complex algorithm. The field of AI was stagnant for almost two decades then with               

increase in processing power of computer following Moore’s Law which states that            

computing power doubles every two years (Moore's Law 2020). There has been growing             

interest and successful experimentations and applications in the field of AI. Important            

aspect of such momentum is AI is democratized and readily accessible to public. AI is               

more accessible, and it takes few clicks to setup hardware and software for running AI               

experimentation. There has been surge in Deep learning research due to availability of             

open source project such as Keras, TensorFlow and large dataset due to increase in Internet               

users who generate image, video, and text data in large quantity every day. There has been                

growing demand for data warehouses to store data both generated by machines and             

humans. It is easy to setup a deep learning experiments and observe results for researchers               

at present than it was a decade ago (F. Chollet, Deep learning with Python 2018).  

Human beings rely on a lot knowledge about the environment and intuition to function in               

everyday life. Contrary to human being such knowledge about environment and context            

should be fed to a computer as input data. Earlier attempt to AI was using knowledge base                 

with the hope that if enough knowledge is provided to a machine then it would be able to                  

make connection between different context and able to reason like a human being. Such              

knowledge base approach did not materialize. One of the well-known projects was Cyc             

which was an interface engine and consisted of database of statement in CycL (Cyc              

Language). The problem with such approach was it was difficult to devise formal rules of               

the informal world we live in. Such difficulties were soon realized and such knowledge              

base system relying on hard-coded statements were abandoned and new approach of            

system that were able to extract knowledge themselves were developed known as Machine             

Learning (Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville 2016). 
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In case of Finland, there has been initiatives like Elements of AI by University of Helsinki                

that has been successful in educating approximately 460000 people about AI, what it             

means and its future. The course was received well, and it is being translated into all                

European languages with the help of Finnish Ministry of Employment with the aim to train               

one percent of European Union citizen in the basics of AI. (Finland to invest in the future                 

skills of Europeans – training one per cent of EU citizens in the basics of AI 2019).  

At present AI and Deep Learning (DL) has given rise to new industries and profession.               

Important applications of Deep Learning are listed below: 

● Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

The ability of a machine to read, comprehend and procure meaning from human             

languages is called Natural Language Processing (Yse 2019). NLP includes          

processing unstructured data generated by users on different platform such as social           

media, speeches etc. NLP allows machine translation which can translate one           

language into another, automatic speech recognition etc. Other important         

applications of NLP are sentiment analysis, chatbots and virtual assistants, text           

classification, text extraction, auto correction and speech recognition (Wolff 2020).          

There are already commercial solutions available such as Watson NLP1, Google           

Cloud Natural Language2, Amazon Comprehend3 for NLP. Such commercial         

solutions provide researchers and developers to combine NLP in other application           

domain. 

 

● Recommendation system and search engines 

Recommendation system and search engines have been successfully using Deep          

Learning for information retrieval to leverage user experience. This is possible due            

to available of massive contextual data. Search engines can accurately predict the            

behavior of a certain user as well as guide them towards what they are likely to                

investigate. Recommendation system helps user choose product that interest them          

most based on their previous browsing behavior. Such systems are useful to reduce             

1 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-natural-language-understanding 
2 https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/docs 
3 https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/ 
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over-choice for example in e-commerce system where user have wide range of            

choices (Shuai, et al. 2019).  

 

● Behavior modelling 

Human behavior prediction plays an important role in social science and healthcare.            

For example, in healthcare industry it is important to predict behavior for executing             

timely intervention. Future behavior prediction includes when a person is prone to            

performing an activity such as drink coffee, visit certain websites, go for exercise.             

Such models can use social network as the input and produce a predictive score              

which can be used to infer information based on a score i.e. higher the score, the                

likelihood to perform certain behavior is high (Phan, et al. 2016)  

 

● Event prediction 

Event is anything that is time and location bound such as election result             

announcement, vaccine for a new virus is found, rise in stock market etc. Event can               

be related as well. For example, during 2020 US presidential election US stock             

market rose soon after Joe Biden was announced president-elect. Similarly, stock           

market rose on the news of successful testing of Corona virus (Brown 2020). Neil              

Bohr in 1970 famously said “Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the              

future”, but Deep learning models can be used to predict effect of one event into               

another when they are related. Historical context can be used as input to assist the               

model to make accurate predictions. Related techniques and big data are useful for             

event prediction with Deep Learning (Zhao 2007).  

 

● Image recognition, classification, and video analysis 

Image recognition and classification is amongst the most widely used application of            

Deep learning. Application domain are visual search engines that use photo to find             

similar photos, find an image based on partial image, social media platform such as              

Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn use to identify harmful content, provide smooth user           

experience by recognizing persons in a photo, smart technologies such as           

self-driving, industrial and household robots use deep learning to navigate the           
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environment to perform their task. Video analysis can be performed using deep            

learning, for example Clarifai is a startup company that provides cloud-based           

solution for understanding content in a video (Zhai 2016). YouTube removes           

objectionable content and performs moderation using Deep learning. About 76% of           

the content is automatically flagged by the Deep learning-based classifiers (Marr           

2019). There are commercial providers that uses AI in the background and provides             

developers with API to submit video and get video analysis such as IBM Video              

Analytics4, Amazon Rekognition Video5. Presence of such cloud-based provider has          

made it easier to integrate video analysis in other domain for example to detect if               

explicit content video is posted in a forum website etc. 

● Audio, video, and image generation 

Autoencoder based on deep learning have been successfully used to generate           

images, videos, and sound. Experimentation using Generative adversarial network         

(GAN) have shown that it is possible to generate image, video, and sound after              

training models on large amount of unlabeled data. The video length was not long              

but model was able to learn useful feature (Vondrick, Pirsiavash and Torralba            

2016). 

4 https://www.ibm.com/products/video-analytics 
5 https://aws.amazon.com/rekognition/video-features/ 
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Figure 1 Video generation using GAN. Red arrow points to the direction 

of motion (Vondrick, Pirsiavash and Torralba 2016) 

As shown in Figure 1, it is possible to generate video using GAN, a Deep Learning model.                 

In case of child in hospital important feature such as eyes, nose and mouth in face were                 

generated and for other scenic environmental features such as sky, ground and surrounding             

were generated. Similar experiments have been done with images and sound. 

Such development has given rise to new threats particularly deep fake. Deep fake is a               

technology that allows covering face image of a victim to a video of a person in the video.                  

This allows creating video of a victim replacing actual person in the video. Generative              

models are s solely used for creating deep fakes. Such activities are threating democracy,              

integrity of a person and creating chaos in the society because deep fakes are highly               

convincing, and identification can take time. Deep fake is among the most pervasive             

techniques used to spread fake news and propaganda. Such applications downplay the            

benefits of deep learning as it poses threat to national security and democracy itself.              

(Nguyen, et al. 2020).  

Image anomalies detection is among the use cases of deep learning that can be used to                

solve domain specific problems in infrastructure such as road condition monitoring,           

medicine, cyber security, monitoring building by determining if crack in a building is             

anomalous or not.  
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Department store which must deal with arranging misplaced items in shelf on everyday             

basis, monitor stock on a live, monitor dangerous situation such as unusual stacking of              

goods and customer intentionally or unintentionally damaging the product can benefit from            

using image anomaly detection. When an anomalous item is detected, correct location for             

such item can be suggested too. Similarly, other use cases in the department store can               

include if customer behavior is anomalous or not by examining the most common routes              

takes by customers.  

1.1 Research Questions and Objective 

This thesis aims to answer following research questions regarding the applications of            

images anomalies in department store:  

1. What is the image-based anomaly detection methods? 

2. What is the effectiveness of images anomalies detection in department store using            

Autoencoders and Kernel Density Estimation? 

The objective of the thesis research is to study available techniques for image anomaly              

detection using deep learning, study image anomalies detection as an application of deep             

learning and present the process of prototyping Autoencoder based model to detect images             

anomalies in a department store. Publications in the fields of artificial intelligence, deep             

learning and anomalies detection are used to study the concepts and use cases that are valid                

for answering the research questions. 

1.2 Research Method 

Design science research method (DSR) is selected for this thesis research. Design science             

method provides with the process to design technology assisted solution to address            

real-world problems that are faced by enterprises. The need for research on the new              

technology and design comes from daily interaction with the existing systems that could be              

improved by applying new knowledge and devising new system or application (Henver, et             

al. 2004). 
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The motivation for the research work arose from everyday grocery shopping experience            

where I saw items were being misplaced. For example, a bag of spaghetti was in bread                

section, fruits were placed in cold drink section etc. It was concluded that deep learning               

based solution can be applied to detect images anomalies in product areas in department              

store. It would save money and time or make the work of identifying misplaced goods easy                

at the department stores.  

Robots are increasingly used at department and retail stores which has given rise to new               

industry namely Robotics-As-A-Service (RaaS). Robots provide employee assistance        

helping employees with fulfillment of online orders, auditing of the stocks by deploying             

robots to navigate various aisles in department store periodically to record items and alert              

central system about low stock. Robot can also perform the task of finding the item and                

automatically fill the aisles without human intervention. On the analytics side robots have             

been used to gather insight on product performance and placement. Similarly, surveillance            

robot that have capability to detect suspicious activity can be used to prevent possible theft               

(Joshi and Kumar 2014). With such existing capabilities of robots performing automated            

data collection; product misplacement detection could be embedded into those robots           

which would enhance the service provided by such robots. 

Both images anomalies detection and image classification has been used widely in            

different sectors and there is abundance of research on how to improve both. However,              

there has not been any significant researches on how images anomalies detection could be              

used in a department store to detect and locate misplaced item and find correct location for                

it. Department store in a dynamic environment where artifacts have possibility to change             

over time and creating a seamless solution requires large image dataset from a single              

department store. 

Department stores usually provides employee with a smart phone for communication needs            

and using the same device if they would be able to scan an item that is misplaced and find                   

the correct location for the item then it would increase efficiency and decrease operational              

costs. 
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The prototype to test the concept will be developed and deployed in Google Cloud. Keras               

framework will be used for developing training and testing the models. Data collection will              

be done by capturing images from department store using a smartphone. Collected data             

will be annotated by hand. 

Table 1 below shows research guidelines that should be followed when conducting            

Design-Science Research. This research method provides with processes that are useful           

when developing a new prototype based on current knowledge and methods. 

Table 1 Design-Science Research Guidelines 

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters; chapter one provides introduction to the thesis.              

Chapter two discusses theoretical aspects of deep learning and images anomalies. Chapter            

three discusses different type of anomalies in data and how those are relevant in              
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department store. Chapter four demonstrates experiment plan and illustrates how different           

components are combined including data collection and experiment execution. Chapter          

five presents the results of the experiment. Chapter six discusses the results obtained from              

experiment. Chapter seven concludes the thesis and presents the limitation of this thesis             

work and future research ideas. 
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2 Literature review: Deep learning 

The word “neural” typically makes one to think of the brain. Data in human brain is stored                 

using neuron which is the fundamental building block of the brain. Electrical signal that              

flows between these neurons provides the channel for communication between these           

neurons. A neuron in brain is connected to thousands of other neurons creating a neural               

network that form the basis for learning and memory (Gurney 1997). Figure 2 below              

shows different components of a neuron.  

 

Figure 2 Different components of neuron (Gurney 1997) 

As shown in the figure 2; biological neuron can be explained with input and output               

received and emitted by a single unit. When these neuron functions in unison they provide               

human with the possibility to learn and memorize. A resulting signal needs to pass certain               

threshold to be fired so that another neuron that are joined with the neuron gets impulse                

from previous neuron.  

When hardware and software is organized to simulate how human brain learns and             

remembers patterns. It is called Neural Network. An artificial neural network; sometime            

referred as feed forward network due to each previous neuron being connected to next              

neuron is an interconnection of neurons (Maad, Esen and Alsaadi 2019).  
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2.1 Deep learning introduction and definitions 

The history of AI dates to 1950 when the field of computer science was at nascent stage.                 

The aim of early research in AI was to find out if it is possible to automate the intellectual                   

tasks performed by humans. The initial approach to make a computer think was to              

handcraft large set of rules to manipulate knowledge to give the impression that computer              

is thinking. Such systems were popular until 1990 and known as Symbolic AI. This              

approach was only applicable when a problem is well defined such as playing chess, but it                

was not able to solve complex problem such as navigation for an agent in an unpredictable                

environment such as traffic (Chollet 2018).  

Traditional programming approach is to add business rules by programmer to meet new             

business requirement but as the businesses are facing fierce competition hardcoding           

business logic can sometime be too late. Thus, businesses are prepared to take into use data                

generated in their system to gain new insight about product, services, and customer             

behavior. Data plays an important role in business strategy. Using appropriate machine            

learning models, it is possible to make high accuracy prediction which can help businesses              

to be ahead of competition. Failing to realize emerging and hidden opportunities and             

challenges that data can provide can be expensive for a business (Hurwitz and Daniel              

2018).  

 

Figure 3 Traditional approach (left) vs Machine learning approach to 

solving problem(right) (Géron 2020) 

Figure 3 above shows traditional approach which includes hardcoding logic vs the machine             

learning approach where algorithm is based on training on the data. 
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Any discussion on deep learning is incomplete without discussing machine learning. It is             

essential to understand what learning is. Machine learning includes three components:           

input data, expected output and a measurement of how well an algorithm is doing. This               

measure of how well an algorithm is doing is learning because it acts as feedback signal to                 

steer the model towards expected output. Thus, a machine learning model is an engine that               

is fed with input data and which applies its learning to produce a meaningful output               

(Chollet 2018). 

Machine learning has several definition depending upon the researcher and organization           

but core theme among all the definition is that machine learning is a science that consists                

of algorithm and processes to feed data gathered from various sources and infer new              

information based on the data (Faggella 2020). Machine learning works by running            

training on existing data so that possible associations are formed and once the training is               

completed then trained model is fed with actual data to gain insights. For example, for a                

weather predicting model, the training data could be the historical weather data gathered             

over time and the prediction could be made if it will rain on a particular day or not.  

 

Figure 4 AI, Machine Learning and Deep Learning 

As shown in Figure 4, Deep learning is a subset of machine learning which itself is subset                 

of AI and has gained significant attention at present due increased coverage in media on its                
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application such as self-driving car, intelligent agent in department store and cashier free             

department store shopping. According to a research paper published by Microsoft, deep            

learning is defined as a machine learning technique that exploits several layers of             

non-linear information for both supervised and unsupervised feature extraction and          

transformation and for pattern reorganization and classification (Li and Dong 2014). For a             

long time it was difficult to devise model for feature extraction from raw data such as an                 

image because it required domain knowledge in image processing to transform the image             

data into suitable representation, for example into pixels for an image, which would be fed               

to a classifier to for classification.  

There are two types of learning namely supervised and unsupervised. Supervised learning            

is when training data includes both the input and expected result. For example, when              

training a model to recognize fruits, training data can include labelled image of fruits with               

expected result. Unsupervised learning is when expected result is not provided during            

training and thus can be used to cluster input data into classes. For example, if a model is                  

fed with several hundreds of thousands of pictures of fruits then is able to cluster red                

colored oval item together i.e. apple (Donalek 2011). 

Deep learning is a machine learning technique but takes different approach to learning. The              

deep in Deep learning refers to the successive layers of representation in neural network.              

So, a deep learning model is called neural network which are stacked upon one another as                

shown in Figure 5 below. Figure 5 has only single hidden layer but for any real-world                

working model there can be several hidden layers.  

 

Figure 5 A neural network with a single hidden layer 
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Figure 5 above shows three fundamental components of a neural network 

namely: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. 

There has been massive media coverage about AI in the recent years and a common theme                

among those reports is that deep learning is modelled after biological brain. It is not               

entirely true because some concepts were implemented inspired by human brain but deep             

learning itself is not a representation of human brain (F. Chollet, Deep learning with              

Python 2018).  

Deep learning has been widely used for Natural Language Processing (NLP), pattern            

recognition, image recognition, voice assistant, recommendation engine such as Facebook          

and Google (Wagner 2014). So, deep learning finds its application in domains with             

unstructured data as deep learning has proven to be able to find features in unstructured               

data as well. New domain of deep learning application has been identified in the realm of                

cyber security, product development, government workflow. Anomalies images detection         

is among the application of deep learning and there has been continued interest in this               

research area because finding anomalies can be a rewarding for a business that can result in                

cost and time saving. 

Recent increase in deep learning is fueled by the availability of big data in all the fields of                  

interest with the rise of Internet users in the world. Similarly, computing capability of              

machine was a major constraint in deep learning which has been solved by recent              

advancement in chip development which has made hardware cheaper and affordable. At            

present, it is possible for anyone to organize a deep learning experiment with few hundred               

dollars. More and more cloud services are geared towards providing the computing needed             

for running deep learning experiments (Khoshgoftaar, et al. 2015).  

2.1.1 Input data 

Input data lies at the heart of deep learning as it is the raw data that is used for training a                     

model. At present there is abundance of data in different domain such as medical data,               

social media data, data collected by health services, social medias, government agencies,            

data from sensors and machine generated log data etc. With recent rise of Internet of               
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Things (IoT), there has been huge surge of data for a particular use case such as                

temperature and humidity data at home or data on amount of sunlight received at balcony.               

Such data can be used for both training and making predictions and improve the devices               

that controls the environment it resides on. Input for a neural network is any structured or                

unstructured data which can used for training in case of supervised learning and used for               

clustering to find representation in case of unsupervised learning. 

Data for unsupervised learning can be utilized by deep learning algorithm to find patterns               

and representation that are not easily discoverable with traditional programming approach.           

So, instead of taking the traditional approach of writing rules with what to with data; deep                

learning is given available data and expected result. It is then for deep learning to               

formulate the rules. Traditional approach on data such as Symbolic AI where rules are              

handcrafted by a human or using decision tree and case-based reasoning fall short to utilize               

the potential of the data. For example, an image of dog is composed of various shape and                 

features. So, deep learning algorithm uses such data to breakdown into simpler            

representation that can be used in other context such as object detection, classification etc.              

(Najafabadi, et al. 2015).  

Even though there are several applications of deep learning; computers vision and image             

detection are amongst the most used application which has been possible due to abundance              

image data on the Internet. Even though there is abundance of image data available in the                

Internet, the challenge is to retrieve, index and organize the data that can be used to these                 

algorithms. There are several open source datasets available to test and train deep learning              

models such as ImageNet, Open Images Dataset V6. ImageNet is amongst the most             

popular crowdsourced dataset which contains 14 million hand annotated image data.           

ImageNet organizes images based on semantic hierarchy. This dataset finds its importance            

when experimenting with new deep learning algorithm (Deng, et al. 2014). 

Kaggle6, a Google LLC subsidiary, is a popular community to publish dataset. The             

platform allows both organization and induvial to publish dataset. Not having to worry             

where to get data allows researchers focus on the problem.  

6 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets 
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2.1.2 Neuron and Backpropagation 

A neuron is sometime referred as a perceptron in deep learning is placeholder for              

mathematical function. A neuron is the simplest processing unit for input information. A             

weight is multiplied to the input data and finally a bias value is added. Output from a                 

neuron is represented by following formula. 

Output = ∑ (input * weight) + bias 

The role of weight is to emphasis the important of an input. For example, output would be                 

higher if weight is high thus signifying the importance of input. Similarly, bias is used to                

set a threshold to eliminate output that are not significant. The goal of training is to find                 

appropriate values for these parameters.  

Similarly, when an output is produced; it is necessary to understand how far the produced               

output is from expected output during training. A loss function calculates this score             

distance called loss score. Loss score plays an important role to adjust weights to improve               

the prediction. An optimizer uses the loss score to and calculates new weight for              

successive layer. A backpropagation algorithm is used by optimizer to calculate the new             

weight. (Chollet 2018). Figure 6 below shows the overview of Deep learning training. 

 

Figure 6 Deep learning overview (Source: Deep learning with Python) 

Backpropagation is used to create relations between two neurons with series of failure and              

successes. Such relationship is stabilized during training which can be used for future task.              
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Generalization is reached when training is done. Likewise, these networks are also able to              

learn task like the ones that are already learnt. When a neuron activates itself in a certain                 

way; it affects the subsequent neuron connected to it resulting in relations that have shape               

of fuzzy rules. If a neuron N1 activates in X way (N1 Activation value) then neuron N2                 

connected to N1 in feed forward network will be activated in X times Y where Y being the                  

connection strength between these N1 and N2. (Buscema 1998) 

 

Figure 7 Relationship between two units in feed forward network 

Figure 7 shows N1 when activated in certain way influences how N2 activates along with               

the weight. N1’s activation is result of similar process as with the N2’s activation thus BP                

is a stream of modifying Fuzzy Rules. 

Backpropagation has been synonym to deep learning, but it is not a new concept. The first                

mention of backpropagation dates to 1960 but breakthrough work was done by Seppo             

Linnainmaa in this Master Thesis titled The representation of the cumulative rounding            

error of an algorithm as a Taylor expansion of the local rounding errors. (Schmidhuber              

2015).  

2.1.3 Activation function 

Weighted sum of input and biases can be anything between -infinity and +infinity. Thus,              

computation is necessary to determine if a neuron can be fired or no. Such computation is                

handled by an activation function as the name suggests. Some of the popular activation              

function are SoftMax, ReLu, Tahn etc. The process of learning depends upon use of              

correct activation function. ReLu is amongst the most used activation function.  
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According to universal function approximation theorem (UFAT), activation function is          

defined as a constant, bounded, and continuous function. Neural Networks with linear unit             

that are unbounded also conform to this definition. The performance of neural networks is              

influenced by optimization method used during training. The primary step towards           

building neural network is determining the type of activation function. This outlines the             

importance of activation functions on the performance of the network (Goyal, Goyal and             

Lall 2019). 

Activation function can be both linear and non-linear based on the need to control output               

from neural network. Proper choice of activation is amongst the key factor to improve the               

results of neural network. Logistic functions were amongst the most common activation            

functions due to their thresholding behavior that resembles with how neuron is fired in the               

brain. ReLu (rectified linear unit) which is linear for positive input and zero for negative               

inputs and it was experimented that ReLu was able to improve results for image              

recognition problems with deep networks as it solved the problem of vanishing gradient.             

Despite solving the problem of vanishing gradient ReLu cut off the gradient when input is               

negative. Leaky ReLu was introduced to address this problem which has a small non-zero              

slope even for negative value which further improve image classification to surpass            

human-level performance on ImageNet task (Urban 2017). 

Current researches in activation function is focused on adaptive activation functions (AAF)            

which can automatically select activation for each neuron from a predefined set. Such             

learning during training can be another milestone in the realm of activation function.             

Agostinelli et al. in their 2015 has experimentally demonstrated that a parametrized,            

piecewise linear activation function that can be learned independent by each neuron using             

gradient descent can help be useful to train deep neural networks to attain state-of-the-art              

performance for various deep learning tasks (Agostinelli, et al. 2015). Figure 8 shows             

commonly used activation functions for training deep neural networks. 
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Figure 8 Activation functions most used in neural networks (Urban 2017) 

2.1.4 Supervised and Unsupervised Learning 

Supervised methods are used to discover relationship between input properties and output.            

For example, devising a model that can detect pictures of cat after training by feeding               

thousands of pictures of cats. The relationship is often referred to as model. Supervised              

learning finds application in classification, marketing, and finance. Classification and          

regression models are amongst the most popular supervised learning model. Regression           

models are used to make prediction based on available attributes such as the likelihood of               

summer being rainy or not based on historical data. Classification models are used to map               

input to predefined output. Training set is used to train model to recognize previously              

unseen examples. A test set is used to make testing on the model. The reliability is                

determined based on how well a model performs on the test data. Train data can include                

simple data such as numbers to complex data such as images, sound, videos etc. Based on                

the data at hand; training data is transformed into numerical representation using matrix             

(Maimon and Rokach 2020).  

In unsupervised machine learning (UML), the goal is to detect pattern from the unlabelled              

data. Homogenous subgroup can be found from the unlabelled data based on the distance              

between the data. Dimensionality reduction is another application of unsupervised learning           

where the output from unsupervised learning can be used as input for supervised learning.              

Previously undetected pattern can be discovered in the absence of labelled data using             

UML. 
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2.1.5 Transfer learning 

Humans can apply learning from one context into another context; thus, there is no need to                

learn each task from scratch. For example, learning to ride bicycle would help someone to               

learn to ride motorcycle and knowledge of using gears while riding motorcycle can be              

useful to drive a car as well as understanding of traffic rule learned while driving               

motorcycle can be applied to driving a car or truck. But deep learning algorithm works in                

isolation to solve a specific kind of problem and changing the feature-space also means              

training a different model from scratch. So, transfer learning is the research domain where              

learning gained from one domain can be used to solve problem in other similar domains. A                

pretrained model can be used to solve problem for another task (Sarkar 2018).  

 

Figure 9 Traditional machine learning vs transfer learning (Pan and Yang 

2010) 

Figure 9 shows the difference between transfer learning in comparison to traditional            

machine learning approaches. Transfer learning allows find applications where previous          

training can be applied in the new related domain. 

Transfer learning uses a pre-trained model using dataset like ImageNet7 and main part of              

the weights of the model pre-trained on general purpose dataset remain frozen. Thus,             

keeping the general information domain independent. Only some last layers are retained on             

new domain specific dataset to extract new domain specific feature. Thus, binding domain             

7 http://www.image-net.org/ 
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independent features of the pre-trained model with the domain specific classes. Such            

approach is relevant in case of classification task. This eliminates the need for running              

training from scratch from the new data. Features from the pre-trained model are useful for               

the task at hand. VGG8 Model (developed by Oxford), Inception9 Model (developed by             

Google) and ResNet10(developed by Microsoft) are well-known model using Image data.           

(Puthige 2020). 

Transfer learning enables knowledge transfer allowing faster training, brings possibility to           

use open source dataset such as ImageNet which consist of millions of labelled data. 

2.2 Deep Neural Networks (DNN) Architectures 

The concept of perceptron was put forward by Frank Rosenblatt. It can be defined as a                

machine that can perform simple operation and divide input into two parts – “yes” or “no”,                

thus the result is always classification decision and it was modelled after the human              

neuron.  (Lefkowitz 2019). 

Figure 10 shows a perceptron which is a basic learning machine. Components of a              

perceptron includes input values (input data), weight and biases, weighted sum, and the             

resulting activation function. 

When multiple perceptron is stacked together to solve complex problem like object            

detection, image classification etc. then it is called Multilayer perceptron (MLP). DNN and             

MLP are interchangeably used when referring to a neural network. However, MLP are             

always feedforward while DNN can have loop (Perceptrons and Multi-Layer Perceptrons:           

The Artificial Neuron at the Core of Deep Learning 2020). 

DNN are thus any neural networks that consist of Input layer (Input data), hidden layer               

(stacked neurons) and output layer that produces output. For example, Convolutional           

Neural Network (CNN) is a DNN that is widely for image processing, Recurrent Neural              

8 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/very_deep/ 
9 https://cloud.google.com/tpu/docs/inception-v3-advanced 
10 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/algorithm-module-reference/resnet 
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Network(RNN) is widely used for machine translation, NLP and are good at processing             

sequential data (Moolayil 2019). Figure 11 shows components of DNN. 

 

Figure 10 Structure of perceptron (Perceptrons and Multi-Layer 

Perceptrons: The Artificial Neuron at the Core of Deep Learning 

2020) 

 

Figure 11 Structure of DNN  (Moolayil 2019) 
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2.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks 

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a Deep Learning algorithm that differentiates            

images based on the assigned importance through learnable weights and biases to various             

aspects/objects in the image. CNN which are the extension of neural networks for treating              

images; is shown to be effective in many branches of vision applications, such as object               

recognition, segmentation, and classification. Spatially shared weights and spatial pooling          

are the two main features that make them extremely useful for image applications. As              

shown in Figure 12, CNN focus on low level features and edges is what makes CNN                

efficient in image classification when there are multiple objects in an image. (Gu, et al.               

2017) 

 

Figure 12 Feature learning and classification in CNN (Deshpande 2019) 

The convolutional neural networks (CNNs) play a dominant role for processing           

visual-related problems. CNNs are biologically inspired and multilayer classes of deep           

learning models that use a single neural network trained end to end from raw image pixel                

values to classifier outputs. Various studies have shown that CNNs can effectively solve             

problems where other methods have failed or had limited success. CNNs use and success              

are studied and verified in many vision related tasks, including image classification, object             

detection, scene labeling, house number digit classification and face recognition. CNNs has            

been forwarded as an effective method for understanding visual image content, giving            

some state-of-the-art results on visual image classification and other visual-related          

problems (Hu, et al. 2014).  
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The inspiration for CNN comes from biology where some neuron in visual cortex are fired               

when certain feature is present in visual field. It is based on the experiment performed by                

Wiesel and Hubel in 1962. (Deshpande 2019) 

2.2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)  

In recurrent neural networks the decision is influenced by the things learnt in the past,               

neural network remember the things that were fed during the training thus making an              

impact in the final output. Unlike other neural network, an RNN can process the sequential               

inputs by having a recurrent hidden state whose activation at each step depends on that of                

the previous step. Although RNN is an important branch of deep learning family and has               

promising applications, one of the common issues in conducting RNNs research is the             

difficulty to train the RNNs to deal with long-term sequential data, as the gradients tend to                

vanish (Mou, Ghamisi and Xiang 2017).  

Since RNNs have a “memory” function, which can remember the information of the past              

state and use the information in the future learning. RNNs in the beginning were only used                

for single dimensional (1D) sequence learning such as speech and language recognition.            

Since image data is of higher (two-dimensional or three-dimensional), and the           

conventional RNNs are not suitable for image context learning. In order to get the suitable               

sequence from the image, some methods such as multi-dimensional recurrent neural           

network (MDRNNs) were proposed for high-dimensional data learning (Cheng and Pun           

2018). 

2.2.3 Recursive Neural Networks  

Recursive Neural Networks is commonly found in the inputs of different modalities such             

as natural scene images or natural language sentences. RNNs not only help to understand              

the recursive structure of the image but also show how the images and sentences interact to                

form a whole. (E. Francesconi 1997)  
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One major attraction for using recursive neural networks (RNNs) in neural network study             

is that, RNNs are able to process structured inputs by repeatedly applying the same neural               

network at each node of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (Socher, Manning and Ng n.d.).  

Study conducted by (Bianchini, et al. 2005) has shown that by using graph-based             

representation of images that combines structural and symbolic visual features and then            

processing by RNNs, in order to establish the possible presence and the position of faces               

inside the image can be an effective way to localize the faces. This method can be very                 

useful in surveillance purpose in meeting places, like airports, railway stations or to restrict              

the admission to reserved areas.  

2.2.4 Autoencoders 

Autoencoders are defined as learning circuit for data transformation with minimal amount            

of distortion. Autoencoders belongs to Generative models and play an important role in             

unsupervised learning since Hiton and PDP group devised autoencoder in 1980s for            

building system that can learn from the data. Autoencoder compress the data, encode data,              

and learns how to construct the data again from the encoded representation which closely              

resembles the original representation (Baldi 2012). Thus, fundamentally autoencoders         

consist of 2 components, an encoder and a decoder as shown in Figure 13 that shows                

autoencoder for MNIST data. 

 

Figure 13 Autoencoder for MNIST data (F. Chollet 2016) 

With autoencoders data is learned from example instead of being engineered by human and              

compression and decompression can be done only on the data that is previously seen              

before. For example, autoencoders trained for recognizing the breed of cat would perform             

poorly to on cat videos. Loss is always associated with autoencoders which means the              

output is degraded compared to original data. Autoencoder can be used for anomaly             
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detection among other application because encoding is based on similar feature and loss on              

reconstruction is low for similar image while high in outlier.  

Autoencoders also can be used in the cybersecurity domain and have been focus of              

research to find semi-supervised solution based on autoencoders that can use both labelled             

data as well as learn patterns from new cybersecurity threat. Anomaly detection has been a               

major challenge in cyber security due sophisticated attacks. Yousefi-Azar et. Al 2018 have             

presented novel method to use autoencoder to classify and detect malware. Technique            

using autoencoder to provide discriminative feature that have stood out compared to other             

engineering approaches (Yousoufi-Azar, et al. 2018). 

Figure 14 shows the architecture of an autoencoder, when h is the hidden layer and the                

encoder part is to be represented by function h = f(x), then the decoder part that performs                 

the reconstruction can be represented by function r=g(h). Traditionally autoencoders were           

used for feature learning and/or dimensionality reduction. Autoencoders are used to           

reconstruct its input and finds applications in unsupervised learning such as clustering.            

(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, Autoencoders 2016). 

 

Figure 14 General structure of an autoencoder which consist of two 

components the encoder f (mapping x to h) and decoder g 

(mapping h to r) (Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 

Autoencoders 2016). 

Different types of autoencoders are discussed below: 
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1. Denoising Autoencoder 

Used for adding noise to the input to avoid copying of input to output without               

learning data feature. Partially corrupted input is used for training to obtain            

undistorted original input. Figure 15 shows Denoising Autoencoder. 

 

Figure 15 Denoising autoencoder  

2. Sparse Autoencoder 

Used for feature learning in unlabelled data and contains a single hidden layer and. Highest               

activation is taken while the rest are zero out in the hidden layer forcing use of reduced                 

number of hidden layers. Figure 16 shows Sparse Autoencoder. 

 

Figure 16 Sparse autoencoder 

3. Deep Autoencoder 
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Fully connected DNN with a bottleneck layer and used for transforming high            

dimensional input lower dimensional input as bottleneck feature and eventually          

transform the bottleneck feature into high dimensional representation. Figure 17          

shows a Deep Autoencoder. 

 

Figure 17 Deep autoencoder 

4. Contractive Autoencoder 

Contractive autoencoder are used as a regularization technique like denoising and           

sparse autoencoders. These are less prone to small variation in the data. 

5. Undercomplete Autoencoder 

Undercomplete autoencoders are used to capture the principal feature from input           

data. The autoencoder have smaller dimension for hidden layer that helps to            

minimize loss function. Figure 18 shows a Deep Autoencoder. 
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Figure 18 Undercomplete Autoencoder 

6. Convolutional Autoencoder 

Convolutional autoencoder encodes input in a simple signal and reconstruction is           

attempted from the input. This autoencoder is the state-of-art technique for           

unsupervised learning. They can be used for higher image size once trained. Figure             

19 shows a Convolutional Autoencoder. 

 

Figure 19 Convolutional Autoencoder 

 

2.2.5 Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) 

Ian Goodfellow, researcher at Google Brain11, along with his colleagues invented GAN            

which amongst the revolutionary inventions in the field of AI. GAN is a deep learning               

framework where two networks are simultaneously trained; one model is Generative           

11 https://research.google/teams/brain/ 
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model, and another is Discriminative model. The training is performed such that            

Generative model G is assisted by Discriminative model to train based on real data. Both               

networks are trained on the same dataset. For example, if a Generative model G also               

known as generator generate new samples and second model D also known as             

discriminator compares the generated samples with the original sample and makes           

prediction if the produced sample is real or not. This process continues until G can create                

samples such that discriminator no longer can tell generated samples from real one (Giles              

2018). As shown in figure 20, discriminator acts guide to help generator reach a goal of                

making almost identical samples by providing feedback on the generated samples. 

 

Figure 20 Architecture of GAN (Contrascere and Schwalm 2019) 
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3 Anomaly Detection 

3.1 Anomalies in data 

Anomalies or outlier in data refers to data points that differs significantly from normal              

groups. Anomalies can occur due to incorrect data collection as well as exceptional             

situation when such data point occurs hinting to corner cases that might reveal new              

characteristics of the data. Anomalies detection are techniques applied to find such pattern             

that do not confirm to normal behavior. Due to rare occurrence of anomalies in data;               

anomalies often give the impression as if they originated from different mechanism. When             

the observations are one dimensional it is easy to identify anomalies but with complex data               

such as image and video; anomalies detection can get challenging (Rosebrock 2020). 

For example, detecting anomalies in rainfall within a year in a place can be easier when                 

compared to anomalies detection of medical images. Figure 21 shows a single data point              

that is at a significant distance from normal data point signifying an exceptional event. 

 

Figure 21 Anomaly data  

Anomalies detection finds applications in various domain such as finance, cyber-security,           

fault detection and surveillance. Anomaly detection is important because anomalous data is            

often critical and overlooked. For example; anomalous network traffic to and from a             
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machine could be due to the machine being compromised and sending out sensitive to an               

unauthorized party (Chandola, Banerjee and Kumar 2009).  

Anomaly detection differs from noise detection which is removal of unwanted data to help              

understand the data at hand better. Previously unobserved data patterns during machine            

learning training identified to discover new pattern within a given dataset which is known              

as novelty detection. Such patterns are eventually incorporated into the normal model after             

detection (Markou and Singh 2003). 

Image anomalies find application in industrial setting to detect defected product line,            

insurance companies can use the image-based anomaly detection to find if a claim for a               

crack in glass is anomalous or not i.e. if it is intentional or not. If a claim is made for a                     

broken glass and based on the point of impact it can be detected if it is normal to have the                    

type of cracks. Video based anomaly are used by government agencies to identify unusual              

behavior in the public. 

Chakravarty, et al. 2020 performed an experiment on patrolling robot with the ability to              

detect anomaly using image anomaly detection. A patrolling robot was designed which is             

autonomous and mobile that can repeat certain routes and detect any visual anomalies. A              

panaromic visual sensor helped the robot navigate. Experiment showed that robot was able             

to detect obstacles on it’s route using image anomlay detection.  

Anomalies can be classified into three categories broadly as discussed below (Baddar,            

Merio and Migliardi 2014): 

1. Point anomalies 

Single occurrence of an event that does not fit the ordinary. Credit card fraud often               

fall in this anomaly category. When a credit card is compromised, often the             

perpetrator goes into using the stolen card into different places as soon as possible              

and such behavior can be registered as an anomaly. Figure 22 shows single point              

anomaly which differ from rest of the data point significantly. 
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Figure 22 Example of single point anomaly (Baddar, Merio and Migliardi 

2014) 

2. Contextual anomalies 

Context matters when detecting anomaly. Anomalies that are context sensitive are           

contextual anomalies. If a person from Finland suddenly starts using credit card in             

Ethiopia, then it could trigger anomaly based on the person’s connection with            

Ethiopia and the person’s travel history. Such behavior depends upon context of if             

the person has any connection to Ethiopia. Figure 23 shows contextual anomaly            

which is context sensitive, data point can differ based on various factor such as              

time and location. 

 

Figure 23 Example of contextual anomaly (Baddar, Merio and Migliardi 

2014) 

3. Collective anomalies 

Collection of data point collectively contribute to anomalies for example during a            

Distributed Denial of Service attack, several IP addresses are requesting a resource            
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taking the server down. Figure 24 shows example of collective anomaly which are             

based on data point from several sources that suggest anomalies. 

 

 

Figure 24 Example of collective anomaly illustrated by the values of 

Processor II (Baddar, Merio and Migliardi 2014) 

3.2 Department store 

Images as well as video anomaly detection in department store can help department store              

understand product placement better, finding misplaced products easily and deal with           

possible theft and damaging of items. Similarly, application can include detection of            

dangerous situation such as unusual stacking of items, customer trying to reach forbidden             

areas etc.  

Companies like SES-imagotag which traditionally provided retail with shelf labeling          

solution provide solution to detect anomalies in shelf by detecting misplaced product. The             

solution is based on product tag that is read by camera placed on top of shelf (Automatic                 

Realogram & Real Time Stock-out Detection 2018). Finding misplaced item in shelf is not              

enough by merely object detection due to additional context needed to determine the             

correct location of the misplaced item. For example, if two different kind of bowls are               

stacked after another then it can be a challenge to find the misplaced item. Cai, et al. 2020                  
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suggested that bounding box to detect item is not sufficient in retail store context where               

items are stacked upon one another. In such retail store context they purpose a new method                

to count object using deep learning namely Localization and counting shortly LoCount            

which is useful to count objects. But LoCount could be also used to detect anomalies in                 

cases where an item is misplaced. For example; if a bowl of different sizes are mixed                

together by a customer in a department store it would be possible to count the misplaced                

item and find the correct place where it should be found. 

AI is intergated into department store to assist in Sales and CRM applications, customer              

recommentations, payment and payment services etc. Each of these fields can find use of              

image anomaly detection. For example, in logistics image based anomalies detection can            

help if a packet is broken or leaky. Store management can utilize image based anomalies               

detection can help find misplaced good and find the correct location of a good. Similary,               

wrong price is applied to an item my customer image based anomalies detection can alert               

the cashier. If a customer applies price sticker for potatoes for avocado then it is a loss for                  

a store when avocado is expensive than potatoes and customer is in loss when potatoes is                

expensive than avocado. Such detection can bring integrity and trust to customer and the              

store. 

Finnish company Solteq Oyj12 developed robot that has the capacity of navigating a             

department store to help recognize products, empty or hole shelves and incorrect price             

location. Such autonomous robots have open path to integrating anomaly detection system            

into them (Solteq Retail Robot 2020). 

3.3 Disease and injury detection 

Anomaly detection finds various application in disease detection e.g. cancer detection,           

micro-calcification which are a small deposit of calcium that usually are implies the             

presence of cancer cells in breast, anomalies in organs such heart, lung etc. Similarly, in               

the context of injury detection and misdiagnosis anomaly detection can provide doctors            

and therapist involved with important information such as region to operate, recovery            

12 https://www.solteq.com/ 
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approaches to take and amount of anesthesia to use during an operation. It is estimated that                

12 million Americans are yearly according to the study conducted in 2014. Despite ample              

data, it was noticed that doctors missed crucial details making treatment more expensive             

both financially and psychologically. Such misdiagnosis consisted of serious cases such as            

colon cancer and lung cancer. Such misdiagnosis can pose risk to patient health and              

wellbeing.  (Singh, Meyer and Thomas 2014). 

Automatic anomaly detection of tumors has been a subject of long research which dates to               

1973 when foundational work was done by Sklansky and Ballard to detect anomalies in              

radiographs. The interest in the field has been risen at present due to availability of               

historical data and advancement in computing and deep learning technology. AD in            

medical field is done by one of the three methods: classification with two classes normal               

and anomaly, segmentation technique which includes extracting feature from certain          

region in an image and content based approach where anomalous samples stored in             

database are compared with local samples and distance is calculated to determine            

anomalies if any (Crispi, et al. 2009). 

AD services specialized for medical use can be devised using both supervised learning and              

unsupervised learning. There is abundant of historical that can be used to discover new              

knowledge using clustering. Similarly, same data can also use to modelling normality and             

anomalies in supervised learning.  

3.4 Road condition detection 

Good road condition is vital to the economy and society of a nation as inhabitants rely                

heavily on road for movement. So, maintaining a good road quality is beneficial for public               

and government. Traditional road quality monitoring includes human inspection and          

reporting obtained from public. Bad road condition can result in mistrust for government             

and in some cases increase overhead due to lawsuit. In Taiwan, state paid 130 million NTD                

(4.4 million USD) between 2005 and 2007  (Tai, Chan and Hsu 2010) 

There are programs to monitor road condition that focuses to analyses the road condition in               

different countries such as Long-Term Pavement Performance that collects, store and           
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perform analysis on the road condition in the United State and Canadian road networks.              

Google has an imitative in Poland to discover potholes using mobile phone accelerometer             

that detects shocks to determine potholes. There are three most common approaches to             

detect anomalies in roach namely: 3D-reconstruction based, vibration based and 2D- image            

based using computer vision. 3D-reconstuction based method used a laser. 

3.5 Anomalies detection techniques 

Anomalies being data points that do not conform to normal behavior; the first approach              

that can be taken to detect such data points is to define normal data point groups. Thus,                 

anything that does not belong to normal group can be classified as abnormal. Such              

approach is flawed due following challenges: 

1. Defining region that take into consideration every possible normal deportment is           

challenging and difficult. There is no clear boundary between normal and           

anomalous pattern. Putting a hard boundary could make normal data points that are             

close boundary as anomalous and vice-versa. 

2. Malicious actions such as sniffing traffic in a network usually adapt themselves to             

disguise into the normal behavior; thus, detecting and categorizing such anomalies           

is not possible with simple approach of defining border between normal and            

anomalous data.  

3. There is scarcity of labelled data that is required for validation and training 

4. Anomalous data can disguise as noise and discarded which makes it hard to             

discover (Chandola, Banerjee and Kumar 2009) 

Presence of above difficulties in anomalies detection makes anomalies detection a difficult            

problem. Different factors such as nature of data, presence of availability of labelled data              

and the type of anomalies to be detected plays important role to determine correct              

anomalies detection technique. Each domain requires its own anomaly detection          

technique, so it is difficult to make one generic solution. Figure 25 shows different aspects               

associated with any detection technique. 
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In the context of department store, it is possible to classify each product which would make                

item detection easy and straightforward. However, a department store contains large           

number of products and training of object detection becomes a non-trivial task. Thus, the              

possible solution to the problem is to detect anomaly in a product area on a shelf without                 

actual detection of items and their classification. Challenging cases of anomalies in            

dynamic context such as a department store are not based on classification due to limitation               

on data annotation due to presence of large number of items to classify, particular              

occurrence of a particular anomaly is rare , thus capturing samples is difficult. It is also                

possible that anomaly has never occurred before. Such limitation makes classification           

cumbersome and unsupervised learning-based approach is appropriate.  

 

Figure 25 Components associated with anomaly detection (Chandola, 

Banerjee and Kumar 2009)  

3.6 Image anomalies detection using deep learning 

Visual anomaly detection provides assessment for visual defect in a visual entity. The             

visual entity could be an image or video. For example, finding puncture in a vehicle tire,                

finding the anomalies in the X-ray of chest to detect tuberculosis etc. include image              

anomaly detection. According to Minhas et. al 2019, availability of labelled anomaly            

training data and low availability of anomaly instances are amongst the major challenges to              
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study supervised anomaly detection. Both supervised and unsupervised methods can be           

applied to images anomaly detection however truly unsupervised anomaly detection          

techniques are rare to non-existent. Generative model i.e. Autoencoders (AE), Generative           

Adversarial Networks (GAN) can be used to identify normal data then based on the              

deviation from the normal distribution, anomalous occurrences can be calculated.          

Supervised approach includes using labeled training data using CNN where two classes are             

used for anomalous data and normal data. Due to need for high volume of data; it is often                  

difficult to train such model from scratch. So, appropriate method would be to use Transfer               

learning (Minhas and Zelek 2019).  

Image-based anomaly detection using deep learning can be approached in three ways            

according to (Pang, et al. 2020) as shown in Figure 26 below: 

a. Deep Learning for Feature Extraction 

It is the primary application of deep learning for anomaly detection which works by              

leveraging the power of deep learning to extract low-dimensional feature          

representations. Feature extraction is disjoint from anomaly scoring.  

b. Learning Feature Representation of Normality 

Learn normal situation thus paving path for anomalous situation. This includes the            

use of autoencoders which involves data compression that helps to learn important            

features and eventually using the loss function anomaly can be detected. 

c. End-to-end Anomaly Score learning 

The approach uses neural network to measure anomaly score using the novel loss             

function that drive the anomaly scoring network 
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Figure 26 Conceptual Frameworks of Three Main Deep Anomaly 

Detection Approaches (Pang, et al. 2020) 

3.7 Kernel Density Estimation 

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a statistical tool used for estimation of probability             

density function which enables the user to better analyse probability distribution compared            

to traditional histogram. KDE technique produces smooth estimate of the probability           

density-function and uses all the sample points (Węglarczyk 2018).  

Image dataset can be rendered as collection of vectors, KDE can measure the density of               

each vector space occupied by the training data. When new anomaly observation is             

encounter, density estimation can be made to measure the distance of the anomaly dataset              

and training dataset. It is however not possible to apply this method to unprocessed images               

because the dimensionality would be too high to which makes distinctions between            

distances severely difficult. For example, an image with dimension 100x100 pixels implies            

a vector space of thirty thousand dimensions. It is not possible to measure distance or               

density among such large dimensions due to the ‘curse of dimensionality’ it is not possible               

to measure measuring distance or density in such space (Wells 2020). 
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4 Image Anomalies Detection experiment 

Conducting a deep learning experiment requires domain knowledge and identification of           

problem. This thesis explores applications of images anomalies detection in department           

store and presents with other possible areas where images anomaly detection could be used              

namely disease diagnosis, security, and road condition monitoring.  

The aim of any deep learning experiment is to obtain minimum generalization error so that               

a model can produce good generalization result from training set. A model should not              

memorize the training data instead learn underlying rule in the data. So, that a rule is                

obtained so that unseen data can be generalized as well. So, the goal is to find the right                  

hyperparameters that can optimize the networks. 

 

Figure 27 Deep learning experiment lifecycle  (Ruban 2018) 

Figure 27 shows the lifecycle of deep learning experiment that involves community            

accepted processes that are followed to conduct a deep learning experiment. It provides             

with an iterative process from data collection to prediction monitoring. Combination of            

hardware and software are required to facilitate such lifecycle when conducting large scale             

applications. But for this experiment we will perform steps such as data sourcing, data              

labelling, data versioning, prediction monitoring manually.  

Following examples demonstrate the different anomalous situation that can be observed at            

a department store. 
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Figure 28 Example #1 anomalous product placement in department store 

Figure 28 shows a simple anomalous product placement scenario where a chocolate pack is              

left in dog food section. Such anomalous situation is manually handled by human in              

department store. 

 

Figure 29 Example #2 anomalous product placement in department store 

Figure 29 shows a rather complex situation where washing liquid with different properties             

are mixed. These items share some properties, but anomalous item has its own placement. 

 

Figure 30 Example #3 anomalous product placement in department store 
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Figure 30 shows a more complex form of anomaly where the item is same colour and both                 

the items share common attributes in terms of packaging, but they differ in content. 

4.1 Dataset 

Dataset for the experiment was gathered by capturing product images from different            

department store in Helsinki using a smartphone. Photos were taken with the smartphone             

camera and stored in Google Drive. Training dataset consisted 50 different images product             

areas taken in different orientation and 10 images were used for testing which contained 5               

anomalous images and 5 normal images. Photos were taken from different angles, in             

combination with neighboring products in shelf and product itself. Training was done for 3              

different products namely apple, washing liquid and cold drink (Coca cola 2-liter jar).             

Anomalous pictures for checking the prediction were taken by placing an item that does              

not belong to shelf. For example, placing a chocolate bar in a shelf that is intended for                 

washing liquid, mixing bananas with apple, and placing cold drinks of two different brands              

together.  

 

Figure 31 Overview of dataset organization 

 

Figure 31 shows how the dataset is organized in Google Drive13 which is used as storage                

for the dataset for running the prototype experiment. 

13 https://www.google.com/intl/en/drive/ 
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Figure 32 Normal data vs. anomaly data for Coca-Cola in a store shelve. 

Top image shows coca cola plastic jars without any misplaced 

item and it is the expected condition for the shelve. The bottom 

image shows addition of bottle from another company with 

completely different colour of the liquid representing anomaly. 

Similarly, a more complex example for anomaly is the addition of 

drink with same colour but different labelling. 

 

  

4.2 Experiment design 

Once data collection was completed; the platform to perform the experiment was decided.             

Google Colab14 is cloud platform that provides Jupyter notebook service without the need             

to setup anything. Experiment script can be written in Python using the browser.             

Computing resources are available with possibility to purchase additional computing          

14 https://colab.research.google.com/ 
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resources if necessary. Google drive was mounted to read dataset as well as write logs and                

models from training. Simple Python command line interface application was developed to            

check anomalies in image stored in google drive. 

 

Figure 33 Google Colab for running experiment script 

Figure 33 above shows Google Colab interface used for running experiment. Sequential            

API from Keras is used for the experiment to build CNN. Sequential API allows to add                

convolutional layer one after another in a stack. Sequential API has some limitations such              

as it is not possible to define multiple input sources and output destinations, but such               

limitation does not apply to this experiment. ImageGenerator is used to load data from              

Google Drive folder and transform each image into a fixed size from different sizes              

uploaded while collecting data. This gives the flexibility to provide any size of image to               

the dataset folder. ImageGenerator allows random transformations and normalization         

during training which is useful in scenario where the number of datasets is small.              

ImageGenerator is used to generate batches of augmented data which replaces original            

batch with new batch which are randomly transformed. (F. Chollet, Building powerful            

image classification models using very little data 2016). Conv2D Keras convolutional layer            

is stacked along with max pooling for dimensionality reduction. Mean Square Error (MSE)             

is used as metrics for evaluating the performance of the network. The model that              

performed best on the validation data is stored for making future predictions. Finally,             

predictions are made on new data using the saved model. 
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Figure 34 Autoencoder architecture used for the prototype experiment 

Figure 34 shows the basic architecture used for the experiment. Deep convolutional            

autoencoder was used for the experiment with 5 conv2D layer. The threshold for accurate              

prediction was set so that if MSE between the validation images and anomalous images is               

more than 0.5 then it is considered anomalous. 
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Figure 35 Experiment design 

Figure 35 shows the experiment design sequence diagram showing different steps involved            

when running the experiment script. Once training is completed, predictions on the new             

data is made by providing path to the new image file to the command line script. Anomaly                 

is detected by using autoencoder along with Kernel Density Estimation. 

 

Table 2 Experiment parameters 
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Parameter name Value Description 
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Activation  Relu Activation function used on    

until the last layer 

Activation Sigmoid Activation function used in the     

last layer to determine if an      

image is anomaly or not as the       

results fall between 0 and 1 

Optimizer Adadelta Used for adapting learning    

rates based on a moving     

window of gradient updates,    

instead of accumulating all past     

gradients 

Loss function Mean Square Error   

(MSE) 

Calculate the loss during    

training 



 

 

Figure 36 Model visualization obtained from Keras 
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5 Result 

This section illustrates the result obtained from the experiment conducted for this thesis.             

The results demonstrate training results and anomaly detection results obtained for           

detecting anomalies in shelves which contains Coca-Cola. When training was done with 20             

epochs then it clearly shows overfitting and accuracy does not increase after certain             

epochs. Similarly training loss and validation loss decrease with increasing epochs. A            

slight increase in loss in the validation data compared to the training data signifies              

overfitting.  

 

Figure 37  Accuracy and loss during training and validation 

Similarly, the image generated by the decoder is as below in Figure 38. The decoded image                

is blur which simplifies that there is still need for further training.  

 

Figure 38 Example of actual vs decoded image for coca cola after 20 

epochs 
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When anomalous images were predicted using the model then the accuracy increased            

compared to previous iteration but do not provide high level of confidence. Similarly, for              

anomalous images when plotting histogram for distribution of density score the anomalous            

items should be far from normal item and the result shows that for anomalous item density                

score distribution is not far from the normal item in terms of distribution of density score. 

 

Figure 39 Density score distribution epoch 20 

In the next phase epochs was increased to 100 but the training stopped after 48 epochs                

because validation did not improve.  

 

Figure 40 Model accuracy and loss in training and validation (Epochs 48) 

The accuracy to detect anomalous item increased further when on increasing epochs to 48              

but prediction does not provide higher level of confidence for detecting. For such             

experiments, it is necessary to provide accuracy to a level of 99.9% to trust the prediction.                

There was no improve in results after changing parameters other than epoch. 
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Figure 41 Density score distribution (epochs 48) 

Generated images became less blur compared to the lesser number of epochs but did not               

improve significantly as shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 42 Example of real image vs generated image for coca cola (Epoch 

48) 

The experiment devised for this thesis was based on a simple Autoencoder model and              

comparing different autoencoder models were not examined. Lack of ample data combined            

with use of simple autoencoder that architecture resulted in the blurry generated image.             

This can be further investigated to find models and further experimentation with various             

autoencoder architecture that works better with small amount of training data. 
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Table 3 Result from experiment 

Table 3 shows the result from the experiment. It was found that most of the results were                 

either false positive or false negative. And only one item was predicted correctly. This              

shows that there is need for improvement in terms of amount of data and the selection of                 

correct architecture. 
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Product  False positive False negative Correct prediction Total samples 

Coca cola 3 6 1 10 

Apple 7 3 0 10 

Washing liquid 1 9 0 10 



 

6 Discussion 

Result section of this thesis presents the finding and the outcome of the experiment that               

was conducted for this thesis. This section includes summery on the finding and study,              

discussion on the key findings and reflect on the research questions. Current limitations,             

future improvements and possible research areas are presented in the Limitation and future             

work section.  

The purpose of this thesis was to first understand the possible usages of images anomalies               

detection in department store. Current available research work was studied to identify how             

anomalies detection can be used or has been used at department store. The second part was                

to conduct an anomaly detection experiment in department store to detect misplaced items             

in a shelve. The second part is a prototype of what can be done and uses Autoencoder                 

combined Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) to measure the effectiveness of images           

anomalies detection in a department store. 

The research questions for this thesis are listed below: 

1. What is the image-based anomaly detection methods? 

2. What is the effectiveness of images anomalies detection in department store           

using Autoencoders combined with Kernel Density Estimation? 

Research question 1 consist of studying research works and available applications of            

images anomalies detection department. JYKDOK (tool provided by University of          

Jyväskylä to search electronic document), ResearchGate, online portals for searching          

research paper, and other online resources were used to find relevant research documents             

and books. Research question 3 included examining the effectiveness of anomalies           

detection in department store by devising a deep learning experiment and the conclusion of              

the findings are discussed in Conclusion section in detail. 
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7 Conclusion 

This thesis consisted of study to understand deep learning principles that are useful for              

images anomalies detection. A sample prototype application was written to test the theory             

using autoencoder and kernel density estimation. Data collection was done using a            

smartphone and experiment data was stored in Google Drive. Experiment part of the thesis              

was done in Google Colab that provides runtime to conduct and document deep learning              

experiments. The ease of use of such platform as service helped to focus on the goal of the                  

project without worrying about hardware and software needs as deep learning experiments            

can be intensive in terms of computing. 

Despite not producing the expected result, the experiment conducted in this thesis provided             

a way to think how autoencoder with kernel density estimation can be used to detect               

anomalies in department store. The reflection from conducting and organizing the           

experiment was understanding how to manage a deep learning experiment, collect data and             

perform analysis on the performance of a deep learning experiment. 

Images anomalies detection in department store is still a nascent field with massive             

potential. Some of the future work that can be performed are discussed in chapter 7.2. 

7.1 Effectiveness of images anomalies detection in department store 

The result obtained from this thesis experiment showed that it is possible to detect images               

anomalies misplaced item shelf or location in a department store using Autoencoder and             

Kernel Density Estimation method. However, the predicted confidence score is not           

reliable. The major bottle check of this experiment was collection of data. The other              

bottleneck is the categories of products that are available in the department store. For the               

purposed method to work in a department store context it would require training with large               

dataset and such hurdle can be overcome by using retail robots-based data collection.             

Using retail robots to collect normal samples would require making sure that the scanned              

shelves (product area) do not contain misplaced items during data collection. Using such             

robot would require minimal manpower compared to annotation each product area.           
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Another challenge to this approach is the dynamic nature of the department store and the               

products themselves. Some products are unique in color and size and when a product              

changes this is because the experiment lacked enough data for conducting the training due              

to data collection limitation posed as data collection was not done in collaboration with the               

department store.  

7.2 Limitations and future work 

This thesis research had limitations in terms of data collection and provides with only              

preliminary idea and prototype that can be extended in future to detect anomaly in              

department store regarding placement of products. Since the data collection which included            

taking pictures of items from shelves was done without any co-ordination with the             

department store. Anomalous situation had to created manually by placing item belonging            

to a different category and once it attracted the attention of the department store worker. 

Anomaly in department store occurs in different situation, for example sudden rise in the              

number of customers, queueing at cash counter that is suddenly low or high, formation of a                

crowd in a certain area within a department store etc. can be detected by video anomaly.                

Future work could include use of video to detect anomaly using label. As shown in Figure                

43 below; a camera mounted on a robot that can navigate floor using indoor navigation               

which then can send the video stream to the anomaly detection system which can detect the                

labels and make suggestions if an item is in a wrong place. The system can also suggest the                  

correct shelf or category for the misplaced item. In figure the red box is an anomaly and                 

using label detection it is possible to determine its correct place. 

In addition to the label detection, text recognition on the product can be used to identify                

misplaced items combined with a security camera. Such experiment could include the            

security camera that is used by the department store. Text on the item could be recognized                

to better understand the correct placement of the product. For example, if a bottle of juice                

is place in the shelf which belongs to milk then enough context can be obtained by reading                 

the text on the product label. 
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In fashion industry where labels are hidden then anomaly detection based on shape and              

size of an item can be devised. Zalando has published dataset namely fashion-mnist which              

consist of 60,000 examples and a test set of 10,000 examples having 28x28 pixel grayscale               

images (Fashion MNIST 2017). Such dataset available could be used in combination with             

video feed obtained from security cameras to detect when a piece of cloth is misplaced.               

Fashion-mnist dataset itself has a limitation because it consists of only 10 labels. 

 

Figure 43 Future research work to extend the thesis work to detect 

anomalous product using video 
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Appendices 

A Reading training data 

import os 

import keras 

import random 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

from keras.models import Sequential 

from keras.layers import Dense, Activation, Flatten, Input 

from keras.layers import Conv2D, MaxPooling2D, UpSampling2D 

from keras import backend as K 

from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator, arr

ay_to_img, img_to_array, load_img 

from PIL import Image, ImageChops 

from sklearn.neighbors import KernelDensity 

from keras.callbacks import Callback 

from keras.callbacks import History 

 

 

# mount google drive  

from google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

drive_folder_location='/content/drive/My Drive/Experiment/' 

 

 

epochs = 50 

model_filepath = drive_folder_location+'models/saved_best_mod

el_epochs_'+str(epochs)+'.keras' 
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# create generators  

 

 

batch_size = 32 

 

image_generator = ImageDataGenerator(rescale=1./255, data_for

mat='channels_last') 

train_generator = image_generator.flow_from_directory( 

    drive_folder_location+'training_images', 

    target_size=(96, 96), 

    batch_size=batch_size, 

    class_mode='input' 

    ) 

 

validation_generator = image_generator.flow_from_directory( 

    drive_folder_location+'test_images', 

    target_size=(96, 96), 

    batch_size=batch_size, 

    class_mode='input' 

    ) 

 

anomaly_generator = image_generator.flow_from_directory( 

    drive_folder_location+'anomalous_data', 

    target_size=(96, 96), 

    batch_size=batch_size, 

    class_mode='input' 

    ) 
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B Training model 

model = Sequential() 

 

model.add(Conv2D(16, (3, 3), padding='same',activation='relu'

, input_shape=(96, 96, 3))) 

model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(4,4), padding='same')) # us

ing pool_size (4,4) makes the layer 4x smaller in height and 

width 

 

model.add(Conv2D(8,(3, 3),activation='relu',  padding='same')

) 

model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(4,4), padding='same')) 

 

model.add(Conv2D(3,(3, 3),activation='relu',  padding='same')

) 

model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2,2), padding='same')) 

 

#------------------------- 

model.add(Conv2D(3,(3, 3),activation='relu',  padding='same')

) 

model.add(UpSampling2D((2, 2))) 

 

model.add(Conv2D(8,(3, 3),activation='relu',  padding='same')

) 

model.add(UpSampling2D((4, 4))) 

 

model.add(Conv2D(16,(3, 3),activation='relu',  padding='same'

)) 

model.add(UpSampling2D((4, 4))) 
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model.add(Conv2D(3,(3, 3), activation='sigmoid', padding='sam

e')) 

#------------------------- 

 

model.summary() 

 

# Compile the model 

model.compile(optimizer='adadelta', loss='mean_squared_error'

,metrics=['acc','mean_squared_error']) 

 

# Training the model 

es = keras.callbacks.EarlyStopping(monitor='val_loss', mode='

min', verbose=1, patience=30) # Early stopping (stops trainin

g when validation doesn't improve for {patience} epochs) 

history = History() 

save_best = keras.callbacks.ModelCheckpoint(model_filepath, m

onitor='val_loss', save_best_only=True, mode='min') # Saves t

he best version of the model to disk (as measured on the vali

dation data set) 

 

# save model 

plot_model(model, to_file='model_plot.png', show_shapes=True,

 show_layer_names=True) 

 

 

 

 

C Check anomaly function 

def check_anomaly(img_path): 
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    density_threshold = 0 # This threshold was chosen based o

n looking at the distribution of the density scores of the no

rmal class (validation set) 

    reconstruction_error_threshold = 0.04 # This threshold wa

s chosen based on looking at the distribution of reconstructi

on errors of the normal class 

    img  = Image.open(img_path) 

    img = np.array(img.resize((96,96), Image.ANTIALIAS)) 

    img = img / 255 

    encoded_img = encoder_replica.predict([[img]]) # Create a

 compressed version of the image using the encoder 

    encoded_img = [np.reshape(img, (27)) for img in encoded_i

mg] # Flatten the compressed image 

    density = kde.score_samples(encoded_img)[0] # get a densi

ty score for the new image 

#     print(f'density: {density}') 

    reconstruction = model.predict([[img]]) 

    reconstruction_error = model.evaluate([reconstruction],[[

img]], batch_size = 1) 

    print(f'reconstruction_error: {reconstruction_error}') 

    if density < density_threshold or reconstruction_error[2]

 > reconstruction_error_threshold: 

        return True 

    else: 

        return False 
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